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Who are we in the split second in which we first 
encounter a new object? When we come before 
a piece of art, something that has never been 
seen before, that is held within the gaze as we 
walk towards it, around it... What happens to us, 
then, in those few, vital moments of encounter?

Jenny McIntosh’s new sculptures, these 
“Votive Pieces”, invite us to consider who 
we are when we stop and pause, showing 
us how to enter into the space generated by 
these grave objects made in marble, each of 
which has been attended to and created over 
a long period of time, coming to life week 
by week, month by month, slowly, carefully 
arriving in its own time to a finished form. 

“I let my pieces stand and hold their own space” 
Jenny tells me. “The light moves, a shadow 
shifts and then it occurs to me in that moment 
that there is something else I need to do, work at 
the stone in this place or in this, to let the form 
that is within the form truly show itself. The 
line of a torso, the slight curve of a smile of a 
head... These final touches I make to each piece 
are vital, and I never quite know, until I see the 
shadow of them fleetingly as I pass, thought 
about them, lived with them and walked 
around them, what they are saying, what they 
are showing me...I always look for the shadow”

It is precisely those qualities of wait and 
see, stop and pause – time taken out of 
life to simply “be” – that these beautiful 
sculptures suggest to us. Each marble 
form has been fashioned out of its original 

Sculpting in Time



shape, Jenny taking inspiration and initial
ideas of the final outline and density of each
 piece from the nature of the sheer heft of the 
native stone in her workshop. Working always 
in marble taken from Pietrasanta close to her 
studio outside the town of Bagna di Lucca 
in Northern Italy, her finished pieces show 
the gradations of her practice – the fine, fine 
tool work resulting in precision of line and 
smoothness of finish. “When they are done, 
then I know, at last...They are there in the 
world” she says. 

In the world they are indeed, and there for us 
to see now, and meditate upon and live with, 
allowing objects that were once unfamiliar to 
sit as part of our homes and environments. 
Over time these pieces that invite prayer and 
contemplation and thinking become a natural 
element of our world, familiar. These are no 
longer inanimate objects that we have first 
encountered as pieces of marble, as matters of 
substance taken from out of the earth’s crust 
and given life as works of art, but are as a 
continuation of our own thinking, planning, 
dreaming... 

Placed in light, the forms cast shadows. These 
shadows continue to adjust themselves, taking 
on new shapes and intimations; the light 
thrown upon them also shifts, alters, flickers 
and plays upon the surface.

The marble presence of these Votive Pieces 
remains.   

Kirsty Gunn  - Sutherland, October 2021



LA PREGHIERA HA POTERE
H 320 W 130 D160 mm
Carrara Marmo Bianco







GAIA
H410mm W110mm D220 mm
Carrara Marmo Bianco



IL MONACO
H200mm W230mm D220 mm

Marmo Verde Guatamala



IL PRETE
H360mm W140mm D130mm
Carrara Marmo Bianco



PARVATI
H370mm W140mm D180mm
Carrara Marmo Bianco





ITZAMNA
H380mm W140mm D180mm
Carrara Marmo Bianco







AITA
H340mm W130mm D150mm
Carrara Marmo Rosa



KONG QIU
H360mm W130mm D150mm
Carrara Marmo Rosa



IL VOLTO SANTO
H270mm W120mm D110mm

Maquiňa



AVIANA
H540mm W220mm D120mm
Carrara Marmo Bianco e Verde



IL ROMANO
H400mm W60mm D140mm

Carrara Marmo Bianco e Verde





MANASA
H300mm W110mm D130mm
Carrara Marmo Bianco





CHRYSES
H500mm W150mm D200mm
Carrara Marmo Bianco



sacred feminine





ALPHAOMEGA
H530mm W180mm 140mm
Carrara Marmo Bianco







FEMINA QUADRATA
H500mm W170mm D190mm
Carrara Marmo Bianco
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